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ABSTRACT
The research of advance materials in nuclear fields such as new fission reactors (Generation-IV),
Accelerator Driven Systems for Transmutation of Radioactive Wastes and Nuclear Fusion, is
becoming very much common in the types of low activation and radiation resistant Materials.
Ferritic-Martensitic Steels (based in 9-12 Cr) with or without Oxide Dispersion Techniques
(Ytria Nanoparticles), Composites materials are becoming the new generation to answer
requirements of high temperature, high radiation resistance of structural materials. Special
dedication is appearing in general research programmes to this area of Materials. The
understanding of their final performance needs a wider knowledge of the mechanisms of
radiation damage in these materials from the atomistic scale to the macroscopic responses. New
extensive campaigns are being funded to irradiate from simple elements to model alloys and
finally the complex materials themselves. That sequence and its state of art will be presented

One clear technique for that understanding is the Multiscale Modelling which includes simulation
techniques from quantum mechanics, molecular dynamics, defects diffusion, mesoscopic
modelling and finally the macroscopic constitutive relations for macrosciopic analysis. However,
in each one of these steps is necessary a systematic and well established program of experiments
that combines the irradiation and the very detailed analysis with techniques such as Transmission
Electron Microscope, Positron Annihilation, SIMS, Atom Probe, Nanoindebntation

A key aspect that wants to be presented in this work is the state of art and discussion of
Irradiation Facilities for Materials studies. Those facilities goes from ion implantation sources,
small accelerator, Experimental Reactors such High Flux Reactor, sophisticated Triple Beams
Sources as JANNUS in France to generate at the same time displacements-hydrogen-helium, and
projected very large neutron installation such as IFMIF. The role to be covered for each one will
be presented. Particular attention will be dedicated in this work to the D-Li stripping reaction
very Intense Source of Neutron Irradiation, International Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility
(IFMIF), being designed by Europe and Japan under funding from the Broader Approach, and
where Spain will play a major role inside Europe. Its design will be reviewed together with the
major questions and the comparison with other potential ideas for Neutron Sources for
Engineering development of Materials submitted to irradiation.
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